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The paper is concemed with qualitative and quantitative modelling of th€ rol€ of
lransactional activities in rcgional development l€ndencies in the post-comnunist
Czech Republic in lhe 1990s. The concentration of tmnsactional aclivilies supporred
lhrough highly educaled hume resources ("creativ€ class and talenl") in the capilal
city of Prague indical€s the imporbnce of so-called post-comnunkl capit2l effecls in
lho rogional development tendencies of the country. The modelling approach is based
on a system of stzndaidised mullivariate regfessions and documents eross sevenry
micro-reBions (i) a clear dominance ofihe Pfague agglomeration ed also shows (ii)
importmt relalionships between lh€ geogmphical dilTercntiation in tmsactional ac-
tivili€s and a nmber of crucial regional development tendenci€s including revaluanon
ofeconomic outputs. P6tulated expldatory model indicales thal th€ rclationships were
lat€ely delermined in dF l990s by {P?.iln. posl-communist transfornation pr@eses
and sinultaneously by a€ela/ post-industrial lransformation processes cmied rpoD
the concentmtion of trdsetioMl activities. The resulls of lhe expluarory modellinS
sugg€st cerlain path dependencies ard combined effects of ondoeenous dd exoge-

Keysordr: post-conmunisl regional developmenq tlansetioMl etivities, talent and
cFarive clas: lat:ral ciD eife(ts, $e C/ech Republic.

'1. lntroduction

An overview of urban and regional analyses concerned with thc macao-
region ofcentral Europe has shown that the national capitals in the Czech
Republic (Prague), Hungary (Budapest) or Slovakia (Bratislava) have
become leading dominant units in the national city-systems and in pat-
tems of regional developnent and have functioned as national gateways
cities and major centres ofinnovation in the context of European integra-
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tion and accelerated interaciions and interdependences in the current
lvorld system (see Dostdl, 2000). The collapse ofthe communist bloc ar
the end ofthe 1980s resulted in unpamlleled ;nstitutional, economic and
geographical changes and confronted the countries concemed with vari-
ous geograph;cally differentiated impacts ofthe European integration and
global;salion processes. This historical change started the poslcommunist
fransformation process that has been carried on institutional processes of
democratisation and liberalisation of intemal and extemal economic rela-
tions (Dostdl, 1998). lt is therefore essential to note that these institutional
processes have importanily been influencing differentiations in economic,
social and environmental situation ofthe countries and regions concerned
including changes in geographical patterns of economic outputs. The so-
called capital city effecls have become a key feature ofregional develop-
mcnt tendencies indicating that in the new circumstances the post-
communist cap;tal cities have been "super-dominant" or "dominant" in
their respective largely monocentric national city-systems (see also Musil,
1993; 2005; Mus;l and Illner, 1994; Dostll and Hampl, 1994a; 199,1b).
Accordingly, there have also arisen questions whether the regional devel-
opment tendencies have mainly been supporting increasing competitive-
ness ofthe national economy and a few regional centres and have tended
to undermine necessary cohesion ofthe regional development pattern in
the post-communist countries (see also ESDP, 1999; Dostel, 2000). There
are indications that concentrations of so-called transactional activities
(see Gotlmann, 1966; 1970; 1990) supported through highly educated
human resources or "creative class and talent" (see Florida.2005a:
2005b) in the capital cit;es have been underlying the increasing impoF
tance of so-called post-communist capital effects in the regional
development tendencies of the countries concemed. Accordingly, in this
paper I make an attempt to provide answers to two interrelated questions_
Firstly, what is the character ofthe transactional activities underlying dre
present emergence of dominating capital city effects in the posf
communist countr;es? Secondly, what were the implications ofthe domi-
nant capital city effects for regional development tendencies in the case oi
tbe Czech Republ;c in the 1990s?

Therefore, the ma;n structure of this paper is necessarily threefold.
First, I consider the transactional processes that have appeared 1o sustain
and even strengthen dominant capital city effects in the poslcommunist
monocentric national city-system. Second, I work out major hypotheses
concerning the capital city effects in the Czech nalional city-system in the
fiamework of an explanatory model that incorpomtes some regional de-
velopment conditions inherited from the pre-1989 period and specifies
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their efecls on regional transformation processes in the 1990s. Thus, I
develop specific research questions enabling to construct an explanatory
quantitative model. Differences in changes in economic level in 1991-
2001 across seventy micro-regions (districts) are explained with the help
of a statistical modelling approach (LISREL modelling procedure based
on a system of standardised multiple linear regressions). The explanatory
model is conceptualised in such a way that it is indicating the impact of
differences in concentration oftransactional activities and "creative class
and talent" and also can estimate across the Czech micro-regions the dif-
ferendating effects ofa number ofconditjons suslaining and strengthening
the dominance ofthe capital city of Prague. Finally, I draw major conclu-
sions conceming the key factors that seem to account for differences in
the economic development in l99l-2001. I highlighl major outcomes ol
the explanatory modelling which are indicating that the dominating ef-
fects ofthe capital city and privileged positions of a few regional centres
ofthe country were largely delermined by spec,fc post-communist trans-
formation processes and simultaneously by gererdl post-industrial
transformation processes ca ied upon the concentration of transactional
activities. The outcomes of explanatory modelling suggest certain path
dependencies and combined effects of endogenous and exogenous fac-
tors,

1. Transactional activit ies, creative class and talent in the
post-communist transformation

Since the mid-1950s, Gottmann added importandy in his publications to
the underslanding of transactional processes as shapers of capital cities
and metropolitan regions (Gothann, 1955: 1961; 1966; 1970; 1990). He
was timely drawing attention to "the constellation ofactivities generating
urban centrality" based on "a novel organization ofthe labour market for
a highly qualified and specialized personnel, which in tum needs lhe as-
sistance of large numbers of specialized clerical stafl This labour
problem becomes one ofthe major factors of concentrations for newjobs,
adding to the situation inherited from the past in which the networks of
information were cenlralised in hubs of power and accessibility". The
common feature of these activities has been that they have mainly ap-
peared "concemed with and operaled through abstract transactions, which
by more or less remote control" have been directing "the processes of
produclion and distr;bution" (1970, 324-325). These interwoven transac-
tional activities have formed a quatemary sector including such a wide
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range of activilies as banking, insurance and financial iniermediation,
producer seNices providing advanced business expertise for non-
programmed decision-making of corporate headquarters and govemment
organisat;ons, private and public research establishments or lransactional
real estate market of oflices and hotels (see also Corey, 1982). Since
Cottmann's publications in the 1960s and 1970s, the importance of the
quaternary sector with its highly diversified transactional activities has
been growing and increasingly characierises the advanced posCindustrial
economies and societies in which the pre-eminence of the professional
class and lhe primacy ofknowledge-intensive activities have been evidenl
(see early lbmulations of Bell, 1974). It is also impo(anl to note that
these considerations enable to identiry the specific character of the main
capital ciry functions. The specific character is twofold and grants capital
cities an important advantage over other even larger cities that lack such
qualities. As Cottmann argued "the commanding operat;ons of political,
economic and cultural affairs necessitate the gathering and processing of
masses of information. With the modem evolution of employment and
society, the function of the capital city increases in weighi as a factor in
the selection of groMh centres. It also improves the way jn which the
communily looks at;tseli The web ofcapitals becomes the foundation of
the shaping ofnetworks oftransactional cities" (1990, 82.).

2.1 Capital city function

On the one hand, the capital city plays the role ofa gateway city for es-
tablishing transnational linkages with other capital cities and states and
altracts many international contacts and activities from outside the state
(see also Dost6l,2000, 188). lt is crucial ro emphasise that this interna-
tionalis;ng part of the capital city funclion is in particular important for
capital cities in the post-communist countries as foundation for their sig-
nificant socio-economic expans;on in new conditions of open national
economies. As opposed to their counterparts in Western Europe, the
capital cilies in East Central Europe have been involved since the begin-
ning of the 1990s in a process of intensification and w;dening of this
internationalising and globalising function (see also Musil, 2005; Musil
and Illner, 1994; van der Wusten, 1994). It is therefore little surprising
that the capitalcity ofPrague has been classified as an important gateway
c;ty in the posfcommunist pa,1 of Europe (see Taylor, 2004, 92-93). In-
portanily, recent reg;onal development tendencies show that current
extraordinary dynamics of the Czech capital city tended to be utilised in
the diffusion of development impulses within the national city-system
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(Dost6l and Hampl, 2005)- On the other hand, the capital city plays the
role of a dominating centre ol administratjve control and representative
organs ofthe state. In the case of rmilary states such as the Czech Repub-
lic, ihis central state control is obviously strong. The central state
organisation attracts a variety ofprivate corporate actors articulating their
specific interests as they demand and supply information and advice and
lobby for their interests. One may expect that this organisational domi-
nance of the capital city within the post-communist countries concerned
tends to be stronger if their national city-systems have a monocentric
struclure. Such is clearly the case in East Central Europe in the Czech
Republic (Dost6l and Hampl, 1994a; 1994b). In more polycentric national
city-systems (see Germany or Poland), capital cities have to share their
organisational dominance with other large cities and agglomerations
housing significant numbers of the transactional activities (see also
Dost6l ,  2000, 188-189).

2.2 Routine and non-routine communication

It is clear that the personnel in the transactional sector need to discuss
business, to perform lnnsactions, to inform themselves and to gather in
the specific environnents ofthe capital cities well equipped with techni-
cal and social infrastructure for such purposes (Gottmann, 1970; ter Hart,
l9?9; Larnbooy, 1998). At this point of discussion of the impoftance of
fansactional activities it is necessary to point out to the distinction be-
tween routine and non-rouline activities and associated types of
communication, Routine information is well-structured and can cunently
be tmnsfered in efficient and rapid ways by means of telecommunica-
tions and computer networks. Routine information flows control
manufacturing processes, and allow firms and public organisations to
controi establishmenls widely territorially scattered at national and supra-
national levels (Dost6l, 1984, 20-24). Cornmunisation of this type is
standardised and usually one-way following routine formal lines and, in
consequence, uncertainty ;n communication is limited, However, transac-
tional activ;ties olkey importance for the dynamic development ofcapital
cities are involving commrmication that is concerned with unpredictabil-
ity, surprise and, thus, with uncertainty. These transactional activities are
associated wilh orientalion, search and negotiations (Tdrnqvist, 1998,
119-122). This more complex type of transactional communicalion is
particularly involved in the formation of knowledge and renewal of ac-
tivities and also often associated with important location decisions
(Hagerstrand, 1970, 108-11l). From the geographical viewpoint on the
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lransactional communication it is crucial to note that ihis complex com-
munication and its results mainly occur as outcomes of face-to-face
contacts and group discussions and negotiations. These considerations
indicate that routine transaction act;vities can transfer information within
already established networks using more or less developed techniques and
media. However, they cannot replace face-to-face contacls between deci-
sion-makers who are not known to each other and between transaction
networks beset by uncerlainties. Significantly, the face-to-face conlacts
are needed in creative transactional processes (Titrnqv;st. 1998, I20; Bry-
son and Rusten, 2005), because it appears that "complexity and
uncertainty cannot be totally separated" (Jackson, 1982, I l8). As a con-
sequence, an important paradoxical tendency of the post-industrial
economy and society must be emphasised: while possibilities of material
and goods transportation and standardised commrmication have been con-
tinually increasing, the necessity of direct personal contacts rema;ned or
even increased (Dost6l, 1984,22-23\. In geographical and also in institu-
tional-organisalional tems, the environments ofthe capital cities appear to
be attractive meeting places for non-routine and creative transactional proc-
esses. Variation, diversity, flexibility, pluriformity and tolemnce seem to
promote and sustain creatjve transactional activities and standardisation,
homogeneity and uniformity do nol (Tdmqvist, 2004, 13-17).

2.3 Creative class. talent and creative centres

Considering the cunent U.S. post-industrial economy and society, Florida
introduced the notion of "creative class" in order to characterise people
who "create meaningful new forms". He pointed out that "the super-
creative core of this new class includes scientists and engineers, univer-
sity profbssors, poets and novel;sts, artists, entenainers, aclors, designers,
and architects, as well as the thoughl leadership of modem sociery: non-
fiction writers, editors, cultural figures, think{ank researcherl analysts!
and other opinion makers". He funher claimed that such a "creative
class" also "includes creative professionals who work in a wide range ol
knowledge-intensive industries such as high-tech sectors, financial serv-
ices, the legal and health-care professions, and business management",
These people engage in "creat;ve problem-solving, dmwing on complex
bodies of knowledge in seeking innovative solutions. Doing so typically
requires a high degree of formal education, and thus a high level of hu-
man capital" (2005a, 34). Imporlantly, Florida gave emphas;s to the fact
that the "creative class" tends to concentrate in the national city-system of
the United States in large "creative centres", because such cenlres "pro-
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vide the integrated eco-system or habitat where all forms of creativity
artistic and cultural, technolog;cal and economic can take root and
flourish" (2005E 35). The capital city of washinglon belongs to this
league of "creative centres". lt is little surprising that most of the so-
called creative class members are engaged in the routine and non-routine
complex transactional activities. In other words, Florida (2005a; 2005b)
was largely further elaborating on the Goltmannian theme of the whole
gamut of interwoven transactional activities, However, Florida went a
step further and is also emphasising some other interesting aspects. First,
he recognised "that the driving force behind the growlh and development
ofcities and regions is the produclivity gains associated with the clusteF
ing oftalented people or human capital" (2005a, 87). Second, he claimed
that talent is associated with diversity of population, firms and other or-
ganisations in "creative centres" and with high levels of tolerance and
low-enty barriers for hurnan capital (2005b, 53). Significantly, open tol-
erant "creative centres'! attract varied talent from across the whole
national city-system. Third, Florida used the classical cumulalive causa-
tion concept (Myrdal, 1957, 16-17) claiming that tolemnt cilies and
regions that "are open and possess low baariers to entry for human capital
gain distinct economic advantage in the competition for talent or human
capital and, in turn, in thejr ability to generate and attract high -technol-
ogy industries and increase their income (2005a,91). Accordingly, it
seems that similar processes have been underlying the current socio-
economic expansion ofthe post-communist capital cities in the countries
ot East Cenlral Europe (see also M usil, I 993, 904-905; 2005).

2.4 Revaluation of economic outouts

However, the milieus of post-communist "creative centres" have been
shaped under simultaneous pressures of the poslindustrial and posl
communist transformations. There must be given considerable emphasis
to the point that in circumstances of the transforming post-communist
economy and sociery "creative" kansactional personnel and principal lo-
cation decision-makers have had to operate in an environment that has
characteristically been fast-changing and also difficult to understand, an-
ticipate and, consequently, control effectively (see also Dost6l, 1998;
2002, 233-234). And in such faslchanging circumstances it has been the
milieu of the post-communist capital ciry which has seemed to provide
necessary conditions and creative human resourcas that have appeared to
sustain the whole gamut oftransactional activities characterising the radi-
cal Dosf industrial transformation Drocesses in the countries concerned.
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In this contexl. therefore. one has to take into consideration the com-
bined impacts of Ihe specilic posl-communist transformation and the
geneld/ postindustrial tmnsformation on both the differentiation in re-
gional development and the emergence of the dominat;ng capital city
effects. The postcomrnunist transformation was in the 1990s not only a
radical process of institutional changes, but it was also involving neces-
sary behavioural adaplations of people, firms and public organisalions
towards a political system of plural democracy and an economy with a
diversified structure of economic property forms in which the private
sector and market allocation perform pjvotal roles (Musil, 1992) . After
1989, new institutional and organisalional changes were resulting in
democraiic inslitutions. in liberal;sat;on ofintemal and external economic
relations (i.e. "marketisation" and opening ofthe national economic sys-
tem), and in reinstallation of private economic sectors (through
privatisation and restitution). It is important to note that these radical in-
stitutional and associated behavioural changes inevitably have resulted in
the Czech Republic in some selective regional development tendencies
and have been causjng a deepening of regional disparities, and, in part,
even some reversal in regional economic patterns inherited from the
communist era (Hampl, 2005; Dost6l, 2007). These new regional tenden-
cies revealed in the first stage ofthe post-communist transformation (i.e.
in ihe 1990s) some real development potentials of regions and agglom-
erations that tended to be used in new circumstances of an open market
economy based on world market prices formations. ln consequence, there
took place in the Czech Republic very s;gnificant revaluation processes of
economic outputs in separate sectors in which (a) some industr;al activi-
ties were loosing and (b) many posrindustrial sectors based on
transactional activities were clearly winning (see further Dostdl, 2000;
2004; DostAl and Hampl, 2005). Therefore, it is worthwhile to explore in
this paper the regional pattern of this revaluation process of economjc
outputs in terns of changes in economic product ;n 199l-2001 across
seventy micro-regions (see Map l) and make an attempt to estimate dif,
ferenliating impacts of the unequal localisation of the transactional
activities and highly educated human resources with talent and associated
skills and consider the importance ofthe capital city effects.

Summarising the discussion so far one can postulate major impacts of
the postcommunist and post-industrjal transformations and the revalua-
tion processes in the newly open market econony in the Czech Republic
as follows:

L forty years long lastirg preferences of tbe former regime for heavy
industrial sectors (mining, rnetallurgy, heavy chemicals, heavy me-
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chanical engineering) were terminated (see also DostAl, 1982; Dost6l
and Hampl, I994a; 2005);

2. teniary sector activities have substantially been expanded and have
had imponant substituting eflects in relocation of labour force from
industrial sectors (Hampl, 2005);

3. quaternary transactional activities and qual;o, of human resources
have become key factors of regional econom ic growth (Dostdl,2000);

4, location preferences for dynamic economic activities ofthe quaternary
seclor in the capital city of Prague with diversified economic base
rested on spatial concentnlion ofcontact activities and were sustained
through highly qualified human resources, talent and "creative class"
(Dost61, 2004; 2007);

5. new regional development tendencies have revealed in the 1990s real
economic potentials ofurban cenires and micro-regions that have been
resulting in an intensive revaluation of economic outputs across the
Czech nat ional terr i tory (Do$el and Hampl,2002;2005; Hanpl,
2005).

3. Economic product and dimension of transactional
activit ies and talent in 1991-2001

The next task in this paper is to use slatislical sources available in the
Czech Republic and make an attempt to conslrucl an explanatory model
that can speciry and iest the tendencies and associated hypotheses postu-
lated above. First, the dependent variable ofthe postulated model has to
be considered. The revaluation ofeconomic outputs has led in 1991-2001
1o intensive differentiating tendencjes in economic results across seventy
micro-regions ofthe country (Map 1). Due to the lack ofGDP data at the
level of micro-regions it is necessary to use so-called economic aggre-
gate. This measure is defined as the produci ofnumberjobs and average
wages of employees and is expressed in per capita terms (the national
level = 100). Map lshows that in 1991-2001 a positive change in the eco-
nomic product took place in only l0 micro-regions (districts) and other 60
were lagging behind. Data from the censuses held jn March l99l and in
March 2001 make it possible to establish that there occurred a relalive
concentration ofjobs in the capital city of Prague and in a few regional
centres. However, the data on the change in job opportunities in the pe-
riod March l99l -March200l indicate that in the 1990s there took place
a considerable shrinking of employment in the Czech economy (Dostil,
200'/,265-266). Only in the Prague agglomeration and the district of
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Mlad6 Boleslav there took place an increase in number ofjobs (by 2.9
respectively 13.9 percent). In all other 68 mjcro-regions, the nrmtbers of
jobs were decreasing. The most extreme decreases occurred in the two
main districts ofmining, heavy chemical induslries and metallurgy, i.e. in
Most district (a decrease of25.7 percent) and in Ostnva-Karvini micro-
region (a decrease of 24.4 percent). It must be noted that structural over-
employment was a characleristic feature ofso-called shortage economy of
the communist regime (see further Kornai, 1980). A soft budget con-
straini system of the cenlrally administered economy stimulated staie-
owned enterprises to hamster all production factors, including labour
force. The long-term cumulative effect of this peculiar behaviour was
even a structwal shortage ofavailable labour force in the national labour
market. Economic activity levels of population were rmusually high, in
particular in respect to female participation rates (Dostrl, 1983). It is
therefore little surprising that almost all micro-regions experienced a sig-
nificant reduction in job opportunities in the 1990s. Yet, the most
important factor was the above-mentioned revaluaiion of economic ou!
puts of separale sectors that is expressed;n the economic product measure
by the avemge wage component (see also Dost6l,2004; Doslil and
Hampl, 2005). The increase in the share ofthe capital city of Prague in
the national volume ofthe economic producl was in 1991-2001 extreme
(fron 16.01 to 23.74 percent). Also in terms ofthis measure, the polari-
sation between the Prague agglomeration and the rest of the national
territory importantly increased. This polarisation is in accordance with a
general tendency in geographical differentiat;on in periods of inlensive
transformations and booming (Dost61 and Hampl, 2002). creat attractive-
ness of the capital city was appearing under spontaneous market
relationships in concentration of investment and jobs opportunities.
Hence, one can postulate the hypothesis claiming that increasing distance
fiom the Prague agglomeration tended in 1991-2001 to have systematic
negative diflerentiation effecls across the micro-regions on the economic
revaluation process. ODly the Mlada Boleslav micro-region (housing the
Ieading passenger cars producing firm Skoda Auto) and the regional cen-
lres of lhe narional c iry \ysrem r i .e.  Brno. Jihlava. fesk6 Budejovice.
Hradec Kr6love, Plzeii and Liberec) tended to slrppress this national cen-
tre-periphery gradient in the regional development. Accordingly, it can be
assumed that the differentiation in population size ofthe main centres of
micro-regions had also positive affects on the revaluation process.
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Mdp 1 Change in economic ag$€gate per capita in l99l-2001 (CR = 100)

Dsla sourc€s: Czech Statisticsl Ofiic!, Prasuc; H0npl, 2005, 125-127.

The second key meosure to be specified and us€d in the postulated ex-
planatory model must represent th€ l€vel of the transactional aotivities
and highly educated human resources (and talent) and indicate the dilfer-
entiation in "creative class" across the micro-regions of the national
tenitory and its concenhation in the capital city of Prague, Therc can be
used five indicators and this necessitates specification of a compl€x mul-
tivariate measure incorporating the various aspects concemed. Th€
multivariat€ m€asu& indicating the differ€ntiation in level of the transac-
tional activities and highly eduoated human resources (and talent) acrcss
the 70 rnicro-regions is d€ v€d with the help ofthe principal component
analysis (see Rumm€I, l9?0). In Table 1 there is shown the loading
structue offive indictors that ar€ used in order to derive ftom their cor-
relation matrix a first principal component. The compon;fi is strong,
b€cawe it represents already ??.9 percent ofthe total vaaiance of the five
variables.
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TdDle 1. Dimension of transactional activities and talent 199l -200 I
(component Ioadings)

share otl nanca ntemedralon m lotallob opponu.t6 (%) n 2000 0 349
share ot reea(h, comme,car sencer and rca enat n lolalpb opponunl€! 0.352

evelol popuaton havnq unveuty educahon n lota popu at'on r5+ (%) n 0 966
1991
eveloi popu at'on hav'nq unve6'ty education rn tota popu anon r5+ (%) n

.hanqe ln ev€ ol populal on hav 
^q 

un @6tryeducalon i lola populal on

':t
(1)
(2)

(3)

Extrad on Metlrod ft ncipa Axis Method
One componenl exl,a.led (no rolalon)
compone e'qenva ue : 3 a9; repreenled vaiance = 77 9 per.enl

Each olthe indicators is having a high positive component loading on the
dimension which is showing that intercorrelations of the five variables are
high and positive. Two indicators are representing across the seventy mi-
cro-regions the intensity of tiansactional activities in total employment.
There is the share ol financial intermediation, banking and insurance in
total job opporhmities and has a high loading on the dimension (0.849).
The second indicator represents the intensiry ofactivities in research and
development, commercial services, and transactional real estate and has
also a very substantial loading on the multivariate measure (0.852). These
outcomes clearly document thal the multivariate dimension represents the
highly overlapping regional pattems ofthe levels of transactional activi-
ties across the Czech national territory. Importantly, very high component
loadings on the dimension have the two indicators specifying the levels of
university education ofregional populations in March 1991 (0.966) and
March 2001 (0.976). There is also a high loading of the indicator de-
scribing the change in 1991-2001 in the levels of population having
university education. This is a remarkable outcome that clearly substanti-
ates the hypothesis aboot the cumulative process of concentration of
highly educated human resources (a core ofthe "creative class") and tal-
ent poslulated in the discussion above. Considering this indicator, it must
be noted that in the Prague micro-region (i.e. the amalgamated unit ofth€
city of Prague, district Prague-west and dislrict Prague-east) the 1991-
2001 level increase was 2.80 percentage points equalling to 188 percent
of the average inoease (1.49) in the set of 70 micro-regions. The Bmo
micro-region is the secoDd leading unit in the Czech national city-system,
and this unit was similarly successful in increasing the level of highly
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educated human resources and talent (173 percent of the average in-
crease). There were in the micro-regions of the olher main regional
centres ofthe country (i.e. Olomouc, Hradec Kralove , Plzei, Pardubice
or Cesk6 Buddjovice) lower increases (below 150 percent ofthe average
increase) and in the Ostrava-Karvin6 and Usti nad Labem micro-regions
ihere were only low increases close to the average, Similar clear capital
city elfect appeared regarding the conceniralion ofjobs in banking, insur-
ance and other financial intermediation: 45 percent ofthese transactional
jobs were located in 2000 in the Prague micro-region (see also Associa-
tion for Property Market Development, 2006). It must be reiterated that
the expansion oflransactional activities is obviously based on localisatjon
of highly educated human resources that are able to handle standardised
information and particularly non-routine information flows. This essential
interrelation between the pattems of qualified human resources and the
quaternary transactional activities is documented by the high positive
componenl loadings of all five variables on the dimension. This clear
load;ngs structure of all relevant indiclors makes it possible to call this
multivariate dimension a scale of transactional activities and talent in
1991-200 I (measure TRANSACT 9l -01 ).

The scores on this dimension shown in Map 2 represent main differ"
ences in the level of transactional activities and the h;ghly qualifred
human resources and talent across the set of 70 micro-regions, Impor-
tantly, the geographical pattem shown in Map 2 clearly suggests that
these activities and resources tended in 199l-2001 to give the nalional
capital cily of Prague and a few leading regional rmits of the Czech na-
tional ciry-system their capacilies lo dominate regional socio-econom;c
tendencies in the country. It must therefore be assumed in the causal order
ofthe postulated explanatory model that the differentiation in scores on
the transactional activities and talent dimension will have in particular an
importanl positive effect across the m;cro-regions on the differentiation in
the changing economic level in 199l-2001 (the economic aggregate). In-
deed, Map 2 also shows that the clear dominant position in the
transaclional secior differentiation was taken by the Prague agglomem-
tion. At this point of the discussion it is again necessary to stress the
specjfrc character of the capital cily function. Because already in the
1990s Prague was functioning in a globalised web olcapitals and world
cities thal became the basis ofthe shaping networks oftransactional cities
(see Taylor, 2004). Accordingly, explain;ng the extraordinary socio-
economic dynamics of the Prague agglomemtion enhancing transactional
aciiviiies of the quaternary sector one has largely to consider factors at
the European and even global scales (Musil, 1993; 2005).
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,l1ap 2 Scores on dimension oftransactional activities and talent l99l-
2001

Drt! sourccs: Czcoh Sttisiical Ofice, Pragu€.

It has been emphasised earli€r in this pap€r that the exfaordinary dy-
namics of the Czech capital cily tended to be utilis€d in th€ difil9ioo of
post-indushinl development impulses within the national city-system and
the whole gamut of regional developrnent tendencies. How€vef, the
dominance ofthe micro-rcgion of Prague (se€ Map 2) in terms of lh€ five
indicators is extr&odinary. Figurg I shows the conelation b€tvreen the
log.rithm of population size of district capitals in 1980 (LOGSIZE) and
th€ scor€s on the dimension oftransactional activities and taleot in l99l-
2001 (TRANSACT 9l-01).
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Figure 1 Corelation between population size of district capital in 1980
OOGSIZE) and scores on dimension of transactional activiti€s and talent
in 1991-2001 (TRANSACT)

E

2,00 2,50 3,00
populallon llza ol dl6tlcl capltil (logl In | 980

The scatt€r diagam in Figure I clearly indicates the "super-domimnt"
position of the Prague micro-region and the significantly lower position
of the second unit in th€ national city-system, i.e. the Bmo micro-region
(BM) in Monvia (amalgamated unit of B-rno and its rural district). The
micro-regions of oth€r rcgional centres - Cesk6 Budejovice (CB), Pardu-
bice (PU), Hradec Kldlova (HK), Olomouc (OL) and Plzei (PL) - have
much lower positions in the geographical ladder of the tsansactioDal ac-
tivities and talent. Given the enormous difference in population size
varying ftom small district capitals of about 15 thousand inlabitants to
1.2 million of Prague, however, the population indicator must be trans-
formed in decimal logarithms in order to obtain a more nomal statistical
distribution. In spite ofthis statistical transformation, there are still indi-
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cated in the quantitative terms ofpopulation size existing significant hieF
archical differences in the national city-system. Figure 1 also indicates
that the development condition of population size tends to have only in-
tensive positive impacts at the highest hierarchical levels, in particular in
the case ofPrague (Dosi6l and Hampl,2002). The correlation between the
two variables is high, because the differentiation in the population size
appears to statistically determine 68 percent ofthe differentiation in the
scores on the dimension of transactional activities and talent in 1991-
2001. By the beg;nning of the 1980s, the communist regime realised
through its centrally directed investment policies concerning indusfrial
production facilities, infrastructure and housing a considerable concen-
tration of population in the dislrict capitals. Accordingly, in the
explanatory model the population size vaiiable will be postulated as an
important inheriled development condition (see also Dostdl, 2007, 262-
263).

4. Postulated explanatory model

The modelling approach in this paper is based on a combination oftwo
multjvariate statistical techniques. First, there is the principal component
analysis (see Rummel, 1970) has been used in the specification ofthe
multivar;ate measure TRANSACT 91-01. Second. there is made use of
so-called LISREL modelling (a system ofmultivariale linear regressions;
see Saris and Stronhorst, 1984). The approach enables to construct the
needed quantitative version ofthe poslulated causal order ofan explana-
tory model. The basis of lhe LISREL nodelling is class;cal multiple
regression analysis which eslimates relationships between a dependent
variable and a number of explanatory variables. Accordingly, tbe good-
ness'of-fit of a LISREL model or its determination is measured by
classical multiple correlation coeffic;ent. In contrast to classical multiple
regression, however, the LISREL analysis is explicitly concemed with the
structure ofeffects within the set ofexplanatory variables that statistically
determine the variation in the dependent variable and the effects (stan-
dardised regression coefficients) are independent affecis as in the multiple
regression. Als it were, one can gain insight into lhe causal order of mul-
tivariate regressions-

The postulated explanatory model of nine variables is derived from
the hypotheses that were spelled out in the preceding sections ofthis pa-
per and from a number ofcomplemenlary hypolheses which still have to
be specified in this section. The explanatory model shown in Figure 2
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appears to statjstically explain lhe varialion in changes in the economic
product in 199l-2001 across the 70 micro-regions with the help ofeight
variables at level of?7 percent. This outcome clearly demonstrates sub-
stantial determination level of the postulated model (squar€ of Pearson
multivariate correlation coefficient= 0.77; adjusted0.74).

on the left hand side ofthe postulated model, there are three variable
representing development conditions inherited from the communist era- It
is indicated that the correlation betlveen the explanatory variables LOG-
SIZE 19980 and ihe distance from Prague variable (DISTPR) is
negligible (Pearson correlation coeflcient of0.08). Obviously, this means
that there is no systematic interaction across the micro-regions between
these two inherited conditions. Next, there is the third inherited develop-
ment condition represented by the differentjation in value of industrial
fixed assets (in pre-1990 Czechoslovak crowns) per worker in 1980 (vari-
able FlXAl980). The inherited economic base of extensive industrial;-
salion was largely completed by the communist regim€ in the beginning
ofthe 1980s (Dost6l, 1982). The communist regine had ideological pref-
erences lor the induslrialisation process, in particular for longterm
;nvestment in heaw industrial sectors (see also Komai, 1980; Dostal and
Hampl, 1994a). Considering the impacts oflhis economic heritage in the
1990s, it is importanl to know whether there are some systematic effects
of huge industrial investments realised by the beginning of the 1980s
across lhe 70 micro-regions on other explanatory variables in the postu-
lated model as well as on the differentiation in changes in the economic
producl in 1991-2001. In particular, it is interesiing to know whether
there were tendencies in regional allocatioD of investment in the 1990s
thal were largely reproducing the inherited regional industrial investment
pattern from the communist past under the new instifutional circum-
stances of an open market and privatised economy, The explanatory
model in Figure 2 indicates that lhe variable LOGSIZE 19980 has a con-
siderable direct effect on the variable FIXA1980 (0.45). ln terms of the
LISREL modelling based on the standardised multiple regression coeffi-
cients this means that a shift of one standard deviation on the variable
LOGSIZEI980 implies a positive effect o10.45 standard deviation on the
FIXAl980 variable. This positive direct effect is certainly an interesting
result demonstrating that the communist regime tended to realise big in-
vestments in micro-regions with large cities. This is an important aspect
ofthe industrial heritage. The direct affect ofthe distance variable (indi-
cator TDISTPR) on the FlXAl980 variable is very weak (0.19), but;t
indicates a certain tendency ofthe communist regime to create industrial
investment assets in greater distance from Prague. There is chosen a
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suggests a certain path dependeDcy in investment processes during the
1990s. The oiher effects jnfluencing the differentiation in the DOME-
SINV93-99 variable are low. There is a low positive effecl (0.20) ofthe
LOGSIZEI980 variable indicating a certain tendency of domestic inves-
tors to invest in the micro-regions of larger cenffes of the national city-
systems. There is again also a low negative effect C0.21) ofthe distance
variable indicating that the intensiry of domestic investment tended to
decrease with increasing distance from the capital city ofPrague.

The inflow of foreign direct investment in the Czech Republic was
enabled by the libemlisation of external economic relations in the 1990s.
The inflow was gradually increasing in the 1990s and its intensity in per
capita terms in December 2000 in US dollars (indicator FDI2000) was a
result of its gradual cumulative development since the beginning of the
1990s. Obviously, the FDI inflow is a process ihat plays a key role in ex-
ogenous growth theories that point out to embedding of exogenous
resources in selected regions of national economies (see Dicken, 2003;
Pavllnek, 2004). Regarding the differentiation in the intensity of foreign
direct investment per capita (FD|2000) one can draw a similar conclusion
as in the case ofthe domestic investment. The FDI variable is determined
at a higher level (54 percent), but there is again only one strong inde-
pendent effect influencing across the 70 units its differentiation: the
strong positive effect of0.59 coming from the domestic investment vari-
able. This is also an important result in terms of the theoretical
considerations in this paper. Because this outcome suggests that the ex-
ternal componeni ofthe investmenl process was tending in the 1990s to
support the regional pattem of the domestic investment. There is very
weak negative effect coming from the variable FIXA1980 C0.13). How-
ever, there is an interesting indirect positive effect that is mediated
through the domestic investment variable (0.41 x 0.59 = 0.24). These out-
comes of the stadstical modelling suggest that if the micro-regions
inherited the intensive industrial assets from the beginning ofthe 1980s
then they tended in the 1990s to attract high inlensities ofthe domestic
investment and as a resuh, the foreign investors wer€ seemingly also in-
clining to follow the inherited pattem ofold industrial investment. These
results are indications of certain cumulative tendencies in the investment
process. Importantly, these tendencies support interpretations indicating
certain palh dependency featwes ofregional development pointing to the
importance ofjndustrial heritage (Dost6l and Hampl, 1994a; see also gen-
eral theoretical discussions in Martin and Sunley, 1998; 2003). The next
explanatory variable in the model is indicaling across the micro-regions
the differenliation in the share of foreign own firms in 2000. It appears
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thatthis variable is determined by the five other explanatory variables at a
very low level (0.15). SuQrisingly, there js no independent systematic
effeci coming from the FDI variable (0.04). This indicates that the inten-
s;ry ofthe foreign direcl investment did nol tend across the micro-regions
to stimulate the proliferation offoreign own firms. There is a low positive
effect (0.27) ofthe intensity ofdomeslic investment.

In Table 2, there are direct effects ofthe explanatory variables that are
considered to be delermining the differentiation in the scores on the di-
mension of transactional activities and talent (TRANSACT 91-01
variable) and the dilferentiation in the changes in the economic product in
1991-2001 (variable CHANCE ECON. PRODUCT 9l-01). The model
documents high levels of determination ofthe two variables:76 and 77
percent respectively. The outcomes clearly indicate that far the most im-
portant positive effect on the differenliation in the scores on the
dimension of transaclional activities and talent is coming from the LOG-
SIZE1980 variable (a very strong effect ol 0.88). This considerable
independent standardised regression effect was suggested by the high cor-
relation shown in Figure L But, this result ofthe modelling documents
the causal ;mportance of the population size differentiation whereby all
other explanatory variables are statistically held constant. The correlation
in Figure I already indicated the importance ofthe capital city effect and
also some effects ofthe higher hierarchical posilions ofa few large re-
gional centres. There are other four statistically significant effects to be
considered. There is an interesting negative effect C0.25) of the
FIXAI980 variable suggesting that the inherited economic base of the
micro-regions with intensive industrial investment from the communist
period has tended in the 1990s 10 discourage the development ofthe
transactional activities and further that the regions concerned were lack-
ing highly educated human resources and talent. There is also a positive
effect of the iniensity of the domestic investment (0.20) indicating a fa-
ci'itating impact on the expansion of the transactional activities and
talent. Interestingly, there is no systematic independent effect C0.01)
coming from the differentialion in the intensily of foreign direct invest-
ment. There is even a low negative effect ofthe share of foreign firms ('
0.15).These results ofthe modelling can be explained by the character of
the inflows ofthe FDI in the I990s that were mainly directed towards the
industrial sectors of the Czech economy (see Pavllnek, 2004). There is
also the expected significant, but low effect of the distance variable (-
0.16). This outcome indicates that ihere was taking ptace in the 1990s a
certain centre-periphery polarisation in the important post-industrial de-
velopment processes. There is the eighth explanatory variable in the
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model representing the share of households that had in 2001 an internet
connection fvariable HH INTERNET 2001). This variable is included in
the explanatory model in order to control the claims that the transactional
activities and talented labour force have tended to stimulate intensive use
of new communication media (Flodda, 2005, 49-56) because such com-
mrmication devices make possible significant extensions of "t€chnical
reach" (Tdmqvist, 1998, 88-l0l). The model estimates a very strong
positive direct effect (0.94) coming on this use-of-intemet variable from
the differentiation in the scores on the transactional activities and talent
dimension. The determination level ofthe variable is high (0.72), but the
other seven explanatory variable do not have significant effects on this
communication techrology indicator. Thus, it appears that the shift to-
wards the post-industrial sectors of the economy in the 1990s has also
tended across the Czech micro-regions to significantly stimulate the use
of the inlemet media extending the communication reach of the human
resources.

Table 2 Direct effects of explanatory variables on TRANSACT 91-01
SCOTES ANd CIIANGE IN ECONOMIC PRODUCT 91.0I

LOGStZEl930

ooMEstNV93-99

HHINTERNET2OOl

.0.16

nj'

Note: coefficients in bold arc at leasl ar 5 pcrcent ofsiSnificdce lelel.

Finally, the attention can be tumed in Table 2 towards the last dependent
variable in the explanatory model, i.e. the differences in the change in the
level ofeconomic product in 1991-2001. There are eight direct effects to
be considered, but only five appear to be statistically significant. The
most important direct effect comes from the differentiation in the scores
on the transactional activities and talent dimension: a strong positive ef-
fect of 0.55. Given the major theme of the paper, ihis resuh is of key
theoretical importance. lt demonstrates that already in the 1990s the shift
towards the post-industrial economy and society was a very important
factor determining the regional socio-economic tendencies in the Czech
Republic. It is also important to note that the heritage ofthe intensive in-
dustrial inveslment ftom the communist era fvariable FlXAl980) has a

-0,51
0.32
0,22
0,1f

0,55
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5. Conclusions

The outcomes of the LISREL nodell;ng have indicated important lnter-
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oaiicular. the conce;tration and intensiry of the transactional activities

;esulted in the monocentric nalional city_systems in considerable capital
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city effects on the re8ional development tendencies in the 1990s. The
capital city effects were also strengthened through the concentration of
highly educated human resources. The high intensity of clustering of so-
called creative class and talent and non-routine (face-to-face) contacts in
the capital ciq and in a few reg;onal centres was indicating low baniers
to entry for human capital and suggesting gains in economic advantage in
the competition for talent or human capital. ln tum, the ability to generate
and attract transactional and other postindustrial activities and increase
their income also suggested the existence of impoftant cumulat;ve causa-
tion mechanisms in the emerging post-industrial economy in the post-
commun;st Czech Republic.

Second, favourable revaluation ofeconomic outputs took place in the
Prague micro-region and in a few regional cenftes, There occurred in the
Czech economy very significant revaluation processes of economic out-
puts in separate sectors in which some (heavy) industrial activities were
loosing and many post-industrial sectors based on transactional activities
were clearly winning. The specification of a consistent dimension of
transactional activities and highly educated human resources indicated
extraordinary dominance ofthe Prague micro-region in the regional pa!
tern. This result of the principal component analysis confirmed that the
expansion oftransactional activities tended to be based upon localisation
of skilled human resources that are able to handle standardised informa-
tion and particularly non-routine information flows.

Third, the explanatory model estimated the effects on the differeotia-
tion in the scores on the dimension oltransactional activities and talent
across the sevenry micro-regions at the level of76 percent. The outcomes
clearly indicated that far the most imporlant positive effect on the differ-
enliation in the scores on the dimension of transactional activities and
talent was coming from the differentiation in the population size in 1980.
This very strong effect of the inherited development condition indicated
the importance of the capital ciry effects and also some effects of the
higher hierarchical positions of a few regioDal centres. There was an in-
teresting negative effect suggesting that the inherited economic base of
the micro-regions with intensive industrial investment from the commu-
nist period tended in the 1990s to discourage the development of the
transactional activities and that the regions concerned were lacking highly
educaled human resources and talent, The explanatory model also con-
frrmed that the transactional activities and lalented labour force tended 1o
stimulate intensive use of new communication media. Thus, it appeared
that the shift towards the postindushial sectors of the economy in the
1990s also tended across the Czech m;cro-regions to significantly stimu-
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late the use of the intemet media extending the communication reach of
the human resources.

Fourth, the explanatory model determined the differentiation in the
changes in the economic produci in 199l-2001 at the level of?7 percent.
The most important direct and positive effecl came trom the d;fferentia-
tion in the scores on the tmnsactional activities and talent dimension. This
resuh is oI key theoretical importance. It denonstmted that the shift to-
wards the postindustrial economy and sociery was a very important
fbclor delermining the regional socio-economic tendencies in the Czech
Republic in the 1990s. 11 is also important to note that the heritage ofthe
intensive industrial investment from the communist era was having a
strong negative effecl on the differentiation in the change ;n lhe level of
economic product in accordance with the hypothesis that this inherited
development condition was a negative factor in the revaluation of eco-
nomic outputs in the first slage of the poslcommunist transformation.
The combined lower positive effecls ofthe domestic and foreign invest-
ment indicated the impoftance of recent endogenous and exogenous
f-actors for the reg;onal economic change in the 1990s. lmportantly, the
explanatory model also specified the indirect elfect ofthe population size
differentiation that was mediated by the differentiation on the dimension
ofthe transactional activities and talent. This substantial positive indirect
effect documented that ifthe large population size ofthe cenire was com-
bined with the intensive development of the transactional activities and
high quality human resources than the increase in the economic product
level in 1991-2001 was considerable. Also this outcome ofthe explana-
tory modelling seemed largely to be a resulr ofthe dominating capital city
effects on the differentiations ofthe two measures-

It must be recognised that the extreme positions ofthe capital city of
Prague in the various differentiations in the explanatory model signifi-
candy contributed to the results of the modell;ng approach. lmportant
changes in socio-geographical structures tend to be usua,ly much slower
than institutional and organisational changes and can only be assessed
from a long{erm perspective (Dos6l and Hampl,2002). Hence, the nod-
elling approach indicated that some regional conditions created before the
post"1989 institutional tmnsformations still tended to have important ef-
fects on differentiations in the socio-economic development across the
Czech micro-regions in the 1990s. However, the analysis indicated that
the shift of the socio-economic activities towards the posfindustrial
economy and society was in the Prague agglomeration in the 1990s very
fasa. This shift and ils eflects on the rising socio-economic level in the
agglomeration were caused by the endogenous factors as well as by the
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supra-national lactors (see also Musil, 1993; 2005). There is also the
question whether the posll989 regional development tendencies ;n the
monocenlric national city-system and the organisational and econom;c
dominance oflhe capital city can significantly constrain policies towards
more decentralisation and deconcentration (see also Dost6l, 2000, 189-
l9l). In view of the European spatial developmenl policies specified in
the ESDP (1999) there is the policy tension between necessary competi-
tiveness and needed cohesion in the national spatial development pattern.
The outcomes ofthe modelling in this paper indicate that the dominance
of the capital city of Prague is considerable, but there are also some
counterbalancing tendencies that are based upon the development ofmain
regional centres in nore peripheral parts ofthe national teritory. In the
Czech nat;onal city-system there took place post-industrial tmnsformalion
processes also in a few regional centres that were providing attractive lo-
cations for the developmenl of transactional activities and supplied
necessary qualifled human resources, As a consequence, the explanatory
model documented important capital city effects, but;t did not indicate
some dramalic effects of a centr€-periphery polarisation that tend radi-
cally to undermine necessary cohesion of the national city-system. Of
course, there was the positive extreme of the Prague agglomeralion and
the negative extremes ofthe micro-regions in the main mining and heavy
industry areas (such as Ostrava-Karvina or Most). However, some other
main regional centres (such as Bmo, Ceskd Buddjovice, Hmdec Kr6lov€,
Plzei, Zlin or Liberec) appeared in the 1990s to maintain or improve their
relative socio-economic positions in the national city-system (see also
Hampl, 2005; Dostil and Hampl, 2005). ln consequence, the postulated
explanatory model indicated that the relationships were determined in the
1990s by specirc post-communist transformat;on processes and simulta-
neously by gerela1 post-industrial transformation processes caried upon
the intensiry offansactional activities and high quality human resources.
The results of the explanatory modelling suggested certain paih depend-
encies and combined effects ofendogenous and exogenous factors.

The paper was elaborated with the financial support ofa research pro-
gramme supported by the Minislry ofEducation, Youth and Sport ofthe
Czech Republ ic (MSM002 1620831).
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